The author has shown that the continua of finite degree are identical with the continua homeomorphic to a continuum of finite length. 4 The object of the present note is to obtain other internal characterizations of these continua.
The symbol M will represent a (compact) continuum. The continuum M is said to be of finite degree at the point pÇ^M provided that to each € > 0 there corresponds an uncountable family of neighborhoods (U) of p such that (a) the diameter of each neighborhood is less than e, (b) each F( U) is finite, where F{ U) is the boundary of U, and (c) for any pair of neighborhoods V and V either U(Z V or VQU. If every point is of finite degree, the continuum M is said to be of finite degree. The characterization which we find most useful below is that a continuum M is of finite degree if and only if every subcontinuum contains uncountably many local separating points of M.
It will be shown that the classes of continua defined by each of the following properties are identical with the continua of finite degree. PROPERTY PROOF. Let M be of finite degree. Since this implies that M is hereditarily locally connected, it may be assumed without loss of generality that the continua Ki such that lim Ki = K are arcs. Let the end-points of Ki be a» and bi. Suppose lim ai=x and lim bi~y. Since K by assumption is a nondegenerate continuum, we may take x^y. In a continuum of finite degree the points of degree two are dense on every subcontinuum, hence let z be a point of degree two in K -(x+y). Let X, F and Z be neighborhoods of x, y and z respectively, such that (X-Z+X-Y+Y-Z) = 0. To Z there corresponds an uncountable family of neighborhoods (U) such that UC.Z and F(U) consists of at most two points. There is a definite V= V(z) such that VC. U for uncountably many £/. Since ;s£lim Ki, there is an integer n such that arcs K^ i^n, intersect V, hence if we take m^nso large that a^X, bid Y for i ^ m, then Ki must contain two boundary points of each V for which VC. UC.Z. ThusYLmKi is uncountable.
To show that Property Q implies finite degree we show that infinite degree implies Property non-Q. It is clear that a continuum containing a convergence continuum has Property non-Q, hence we need consider only hereditarily locally connected continua. Let T be an arc in the continuum M which contains only a countable number of the local separating points of M. For each positive integer n let W n be the set of all points of If at a distance not greater than \/n from T. Let M n be the component of W n which contains T. Let L n be the set of all points which separate the end-points a and b of T in M n . Then in M n there exist arcs s n and t n from a to b such that 6 s n t n = a+L n +b. Set K2n-i = s n and K% n -=t n . Then lim K n = T. But IXri£; is at most countable, no matter what positive integer n is. For K^n-i and Kz n have only a countable number of common points, namely, a+L n +b. Hence M does not have Property Q. THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
